
BELL SYSTEM PRACTICES
Plant Series

SECTION 032-709-701
Issue 5-D, August, 1960

AT&T Co Standard

REQ

1. GENERAL

KEYS
272, 406, 498, 538, 556, 6013,

A4, B2, B9, AND B20 TYPES
JIREMENTS AND ADJUSTING PROCEDURES

1.01 This section covers 272-, 406-, 498-,
538-, 556-, 6013-, A4-, B2-, B9-, and

B20-type keys.

1.02 This section is reissued to incorporate
material from the addendum in its proper

location.

1.03 Reference siwll be made to Section
O2O4I1O-71I for additional information

necessary for the proper application of the
requirements llsted herein.

+1.04 Asterisk: Re ulrements are marked with
an asterisk ?*) when to check for them

would necessitate the dismantling or dis-
mounting of apparatus, or would affect the
adjustment involved or other adjustments..
No check need be made for these requirements
unless the apparatus or part 1s made acces-
sible for other reasons, or its performance
indicates that such a check is advisable.

1.05 The operated position of a sDring as-
- is that position in which the

normally open contacts are closed and the
normally closed ccntacts are open.

1.06 The unoperated Position of a spring
assembly is that position in which

the normally open contacts al-eopen and the
normally cl~sed contacts are ciosed.

1.07 A straight lever is one which in Its
vertical position is capable of being

operated to the front or rear or both.

l.(x An offset lever Is one which has two
oDerated D6Sit10ns toward the front,

an in>ermedlate-position and a way-down “
position.

1.09 The normal (unoperated) posltlon of a
rotatinK-Dlunger-tyR e key IS that Po-

sition in which the plunge~ springs rest
against the wider surface of the plunger and
the spring assemblies are unoperated.

1.10 The operated position of a rotatinst-
plunaer-ty pe ke~ is that posltlon in

which the plunger springs rest against the
narrower surface of the plunger and the
spring assemblies involved are operated.
On keys equipped with 2-way throw plungers,
only those contacts on the side to which
the plunger 1s rotated are operated.

1.11 The normal (unoperated) position of a
key eaulDPed with a stralaht lever is

that position in which the lever Is perpen-
dicular to the keytop and the spring assem-
blies are unoperated.

1.12 The oDerated Position of a key equipped
with a straight lever is that position

In which the lever is thrown either to the
extreme front or rear and the spring assem-
blies Involved are operated.

1.13 The normal Position of a key equipped
with an offset lever is that position

in which the lever is perpendicular to the
keytop and the spring assemblies involved
are operated.

1.14 The Intermediate position of a key
eclulDDed with an offset lever 1s that

position of the lever in which the spring
assemblies involved are unoperated and the
lever can be moved to either front or rear.

1.15 The way-down posltlon of a key equipped
with an offset lever 1s that position

in which the lever Is operated to the ex-
treme front of the key and the spring assem-
blies involved are operated.

1.16 When checking values of 0.012 Inch,
0.016 inch, and 0.025 Inch by eye,

the use of a blade of a standard thickness
gauge of corresponding thiclmess is recoin--
mended as a reference to insure accuracy.

2- REQUIIUNENTS

@tatinz-nluruze Wr-tsme Ke

*2.01

(a)

(b)

2.02

(a)

c1 eaniru

Contacts shall be cleaned in accord-
ance with approved procedures.

Other parts shall be cleaned in ac-
cordance with approved procedures.

m~er Movemez&: Fig. 2(A)

The plunger shall operate freely in
the key frame.

Gauge by feel.

w(b) It sh~ not be possible ti operate
tie contacts by any side thrust m
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SECTION 032-709-701

●

9

the plunger or by rotating the plunger
to remove backlash when the key is In
either its operated or unoperated position.

Gauge by feel.

2.03 Contact Alignment: Fig. l(A) - The
contacts shall line up so that the

point of contact falls wholiy wlthln the
boundary of the opposing contact at all
times during contact.

Gauge by eye.

‘A’__l

Fig. 1 - Contact Alignment

2.o4 Sprlw Clearance

(a) Fig. 2(B) - There shall be a clearance
between springs designed never to make

contact and between any spring and the
frame whether In the operated or unoperated
position of the key of:

Mln 0.016 in.

Gauge by eye.

(b) Fig. 3(A) - The distance between
springs designed to make contact shall

be:

Min 0.008 in.

except at the contact Points.

Gauge by eye.

● 2.05 Contact Separation: Fig. 2(C)

(a) Unless otherwise specified, the sepa-
ration between any pair of contacts

normally open or between any pair of con-
tacts that are opened when the key is
operated, shall be:

Min 0.016 in.

Gauge by eye.

(1) The separation of the outside con-
tacts can be gauged Visually with-

out removing the spring unit from the
keyshell, but in orc!erto view the sepa-
ration for inner contacts of any key it
is necessary to remove the spring as-
sembly from the shell and also the
plunger. Holding the spring assembly
at the base, place the plunger between

the plunger springs in such a position
that the center of the plunger will be
approximately In line with the center
of the base as shown in Fig. 3. This
will approximate the actual condition
when the key is assembled. Turn the
plunger to its operated position and
note whether or not the specified con-
tact separation requirement is met.

PLUNGER RETAINING SCR

PLuNGER SPRING

OUTER CONTACT

SPRING ASSEMB
MOUNTING SCRE

-j-l
INNER CONTACT SPRING

INSULATOR ?1

[
SPRING A5SEMBLY SCREW-4

(A)

(0)

(cl

(D)

Fig. 2 - Spring Clearance, Contact Sepa-
ration, and Contact Pressure

(b) Nos. 272F and 272G Keys: The sepa-
ration between any pair of contacts

normally open or between any pair of con-
tacts that is opened when the key is
operated, shall be:

Min 0.025 in.

Gauge by eye. See (a)(l)

(c) No. 406Jand 53U-type Key? - Make-break
Spring Combination: The separation

between the normally open contacts or the
contacts that are opened when the key Is
operated, shall be:

Mln 0.012 in.

Gauge by eye. See (a)(l).

●2.06 Contact Pressure: Fig. 2(D)

(a) Unless otherwise specified, there shall. .
be a pressure between

tacts of:

Test - Min 50 grams
Read.lust - Min 55 grams

Use the No. 68B gauge.

all closes con-
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i.

Fig. 3 - Method of Checking contact Sepa-
ration, Contact Follow,and Con-
tact Sequence

(b) ~~o.L06A key: The pressure shall be:

Test - Min 155 grams
ESus t - Mln 170 grams

Use the NO. 62B gauge.

● 2.07 Flexible Contact Spring position: The
flexible contact sPrlngs (springs

which are made of two parts ;lveted t~gether)
shall rest on their respective stop springs
when the plunger is In the unoperated posl-
tlon for normally open contacts and in the
operated position for normally closed con-
tacts. It Is not necessary for the spring
to rest on the stop spring for Its entire
length, but It must rest on the end of the
stop spring nearest the contact.

Gauge by eye.

● 2.08 Plunger Spring Position

(a) Fig. 6(A) - Both plunger springs shall
rest against the plunger In the un-

operated posltlon.

Gauge by eye.

(b) Fig. 5(A) - No. L06A ~el: There shall
be a clearance betwesn the plunger

and the plunger springs in the unoperated
position of the key.

Gauge by eye.

1SS 5-D, SECTION

TWO WAY THROW
PLuNGER ~

I

I

7;--.‘+ . ;,

032-709-701

Uu
00

Fig. 4 - 498-type Key

●2.09 Contact FO11OW

(a) :;:k6$:Jl;

contacts of:

Min 0.010 in.

Gauge by eye.

Unless otherwise specified,
be a follow on all outside

This requirement need not apply to the
normally closed contacts on the No. 406J
key.

(A)

Fig. 5 - 406-type Key

(b) Fig. 6(C) - The follow on the inside
contacts shall be sufficient to
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SECTION 032-709-701

prevent operation by the side thrust
of the plunger and shall be:

Min 0.005 in.

Gauge by eye.

This requirement does not apply to the
No. 406J key.

G /
PLuNGER

(c)%

?---?

LY

Fig. 6 - 272-type Key

●2.1O Contact Sequence

(a) Fig. 7A(A) -Normal Contact Sequence -
Break-make Combinations: Unless other-

wise specified,the normally closed contacts
In each set of break-before-make contacts
shall break before its
tact makes by:

Mln 0.006 in.

Gauge by eye.

In the case of the NO.
val shall be:

Mln 0.015 In.

Gauge by eye.

associated open con-

272G key the inter-

- Cross Sequence - Break-
Combinations on RingIn&

and Coin Control SPrlnu Combinations:
Unless otherwise speclfled,all normally
closed contacts operated by the rotation

of the plunger shall break before any
of the normally open contacts make by:

Min 0.006 in.

Gauge by eye.

Fig. ‘7B

Fig. 7 - Contact Sequence

(c) Other Contact Sequences: When spec-
lfled on the circuit drawing.

Lever-type Keys

● 2.11 Cleanl~

(a) Contacts shall be cleaned when neces-
sary in accordance with approved

procedures.

(b) Other parts shall be cleaned when
necessary In accordance with approved

procedures.

2.12 Lever Movement

(a) Fig. 8(A) - The cam shall turn freely
in Its bearings.

Gauge by eye and feel.

To check whether the lever binds, move
the lever its full distance and release
it, noting whether the operation Is smooth
throughout its movement. A slight drag Is
not considered objectionable if the lever
returns consistently to the unoperated
posltlon.

●(b) Fig. 8(B) - The hard
shall turn freely on

Gauge by eye and feel.

rubber rollers
their bearings.

To check whether the rollers bind, move
the lever slowly about one-half Its
total ❑ovement in one direction and
note whether the roller rotates on Its
bearing. If it does not, remove tne
tension of the plunger springs with
the fingers and attempt to rotate the
roller with the KS-6320 orange stick.
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●2.13 Relat.lon of Plunger Springs to Rollers
and Cam

(a) Fig. 8(c) - On keys equipped with a
straight lever, the pressure of the

plunger springs against the roller shall
be s~ch that ~he iever will be held
normally In the vertical position and
when the lever is released slowly It
shall return to the vertical position by
the pressure exerted by the springs.

Gauge by eye.

Pin— -7,

\
,’

F
(A)

(D)—

ler

ong
ght
ger
ing

top

Spring
Assembl

Fig. 8 - One-way Lever-type

Assembly

Key

1SS 5-D, SECTION 032-709-701

the vertical portion of the phosphor-
bronze spring of the unoperated spring
combination when the roller on the cam
has operated the spring combination on
the opposite side of:

Mln 0.004 In. Gauge by eye.
Max 0.022 In. Use the No. 74D gauge.

Caution: If the phosphor-bronze spring
Is not in accordance with this require-
ment, do not attempt to adjust it.

Fig. 9 - Relation of Plunger SPrings
to Roller and Cam

(d) Fig. 9(B) - With the lever in the
vertical position where the key is

equipped with a straight lever, or with
the lever in the intermediate position
where the key is equipped with an offset
lever, the inclined part of the crook
spring should preferable be pressed
against the vertical paxt, but a slight
airgap will be satisfactory.

Gauge by eye.

(b) FiR. 9(A) - On keys equipped with an
offset lever, the pressure of the

plunger springs against the roller shall
be such that when the lever is In the
intermediate posltlon the center of the
roller shall line up approximately with
the vertical centerline of the unit.
When the lever IS released slowly from
the normal or way-down position, it shall
return to the intermediate position by
the pressure exerted by the springs.

Gauge by eye.

(C) Fig. 1O(A) - (Applies at the time of
turnover to the telephone company

only.) On keys ecuipped with crook
plunger springs, there shall be a clearance
between the lip and the bend at the top of

A
.\

‘l-l
A)

Back
Contac
Spring Crook

unger
pring

Fig. 10 - Relation of Plunger Springs
to Roller and Cam
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SECTION 032-709-701

●2.14 Relation of Plumzer Sprlnas to Cam
and Key Frame

(a) Fig. 11(A) ,-The plunger springs shall
clear the cam by:

Mln 1/>2 In.

Gauge by eye.

(b) Fig. 11(B) - The vertical centerline
of each spring shall be approximately

perpendicular to the keytop.

Gauge by eye.

on keys equipped with 27/32-inch keytops,
this requirement shall be considered being
met if there 1s some clearance between the
plunger springs of the key under consid-
eration and its ad~acent keys.

Key Top

Base

Frame

.(A)

+-
—---l-m, (B)

Fig. 11 - Relation of Plunger
to Cam and Key Frame

Springs

●2.15 Contact Allanment: Fig. 12(A) - The
contacts shall line up so that the

point of contact falls wholly within the
boundary of the opposing contact at all
times during contact.

Gauge by eye.

+2.16 Contact Separation: Fig. 8(D)

(a) Fig. 13(A) - Unless otherwise speci-
fled)the separation between any Pair

of contacts noluball~open or between any
pair of contacts that are opened when the
key is operated shall be:

Mln 0.016 in.

Gauge by eye.

I-----(A)

Fig. 12 - Contact Alignment

Note: On 2-way keys equipped with
~er straight or offset handles,when
the lever is operated to one side the
contact springs of the unoperated spring
combination shall not change their ad-
justment beyond their requirements for
the normal position.

Gauge by eye.

Exceptions to Requirement (al

(b) Fig. 13(B) - On contacts which func-
tion by being acted upon by the making

or breaking contact of another spring in-
stead of either by a plunger spring or by
a spring actuated directly by a plunger
spring by means of a stud, there shall be
a contact separation of:

Mln 0.012 in.

Gauge by eye.

Note: See note following Rq 2.16(a).

-t
(A) (B)

‘$;–1

Fig. 13 - Contact Separation

(c)Fig. 14(A) - Where a key Is equipped
with a continuity (make-before-break)

combination on each side of the Plunger
spring, the separation between the con-
tacts which function by being acted upon
by the making or breaking contact of
another spring instead of by a plunger
spring shall be:

Min 0.010 in.

Gauge by eye.

Note: See note following Rq 2.16(a).

(d) Fig. 15(A) - Where a key is equipped
with an offset lever, the separation

between those contacts which are broken
by the action of a spring which is
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1SS 5-D, SECTION 032-709-701

operated directly by a plunger spring by
means of a stud shall be:

Min 0.012 In.

Gauge by eye.

Note: See note following Rq 2.16(a).

Fig. 14 - Contact Separation

Fig. 15 - Contact Separation

● 2.17 S3rlng Clearance: Fig. 16(Aj

(a) There shall be a clearance between
springs designed never to make con-

tact and between any spring and the frame
whether in the operated or unoperated
posltlon of the key of:

Mln 0.016 In.

Gauge by eye.

(b) The separators shall not rub on the
springs through which they pass when

the lever Is operated.

Gauge by eye.

●2.18 Contact Pressure: Fig. 16(B) - There
shall be a pressure between all closed

contacts of:

Test - Mln 50 grams
Readjust - Mln 55 grams

Use the No. 68B gauge.

Note: See note following Rq 2.16(a).

LEvER

KEY TOP
sCREW

1

Fig. 16 - Spring Clearance

●2.19 Other Spring Pressures

(a) l& :7fi)
P ngs mounted on only

of the roller and a one-way lever% the
pressure of the plunger springs against
the rollers shall be:

Max 225 grams.

Use the No. 62B gauge.

Fig. 17(A) - In the case of the crlm~
pluruzersprings, the pressure shall be
measured at the point where the spring
bends from the straight portion to the
crimp.

Fig. 8(c) - In the case of long, straimt
pluwer sPrlM s, the pressure shall be
measured as close as Dractlcable to the
point where the spring rests against the
roller.

(b) On keys equipped with stralaht leVer9,
the Dlu~er a.Pringshall rest against

its asso;lat;d stop .sEringor have ~
clearance of:

Max 0.010 In.

when the lever 1s In the normal position.

Gauge by eye.

(c) On keys equlDPed with offset levers,
the plunger spring shall rest against

its associated stop spring or have a
clearance of:

Max 0.010 In.

when the lever is in the intermediate
position.

Gauge by eye.
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SECTION 032-709-701

L
-.

ROLLER-

(B)—

INNER FOLLOW
SPRING ___

SPRING
ASSEMBLY—

------- 2 --~-. -
.+--)

+4-J
F-
t-----%

biiilll--------:---------
CRIMP PLuNGER
SPRING

I (A)

STOP SPRING

Fig. 17 - Key Equipped With Crimp
Plunger Spring

● 2.20 Contact Follow: Fig. 17(B) - There
shall be a cohtact follow on all

contacts of:

Mln 0.010 in.

Gauge by eye.

In make-before-break spring combinations,
where the long, thin spring makes contact
with the short, heavy spring that acts as
a stop spring, this requirement does not
apply.

Note : See notefollowlng Rq 2.16(a).

●2.21 Contact Sequence

(a) Fig. 19A(A) - Normal Contact Sequence-
Break-make Comblnatlons: Unless other-

wl.gespecified, the normally closed contacts
operated directly by a plu~er spring of
an Individual spring assembly shall break
before the normally open contacts of the
same assembly directly associated with th-e
plunger spring make by:

Mln 0.006 in.

Gauge by eye.

(A)

$

Fig. 18 -

~sTop SPRING

Key lflthLever Operated
to One Side

(b) Fig. 19B(A) - Cross Sequence - break-
make SDrinK Combinations on Ringinq

SPrlng Asaemblles or When Speclfled on
Circuit Drawin&: Unless otherwise speci-
fied, all normally closed contacts oper-
ated by the throw of the lever shall break
before any of the normally open contacts
make by:

Min 0.006 in.

Gauge by eye.

(c) Other Contact Sequences: hhen specl-
fled on the circuit drawing.

2.22 Noncllck: Unless otherwise speclfled,
this requirement shall apply where the

lever unit Is equipped with talking and rln&
ing spring combinations on the same unit and
shall apply to both combinations.

(a) Keys With Straight Levers: When the
lever is restored unrestrained from

the operated to the normal position, no
normally closed contacts of the opposite
side shall break and no normally open
contacts of the opposite side shall make.
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1SS 5-D, SECTION 032-709-701

Fig. 19A

(A) ail
Fig. 19B

Fig. 19 - Contact Sequence

(b) Keys With Offset Levers: When the
lever Is restored unrestrained from

(A)

the normal or way-down posltlon to the
intermediate position, no normally closed
contacts of the opposite side shall break
and no normally open contacts of the op-
posite side shall make.

2.23 Lever Release: Fig. 18(A)

(a) Keys Equipped With a Straight Lever:
Unless otherwise specified, the pres-

sure required to restore the lever from
the locked position shall be:

Test - Mln 50 grams
m.lus t - Mln 55 grams

Use the No. 68B gauge.

(b) Keys EauiRped With an Offset Lever:
The pressure required to restore the

lever from the normal to the intermediate
position shall be:

Test - Mln 100 grams
m.lust - Mln 110 grams

Use the No. 7.9C gauge.

(c) Keys Equipped With an Offset Lever:
The pressure required to restore the

lever from the way-down position to the
intermediate position shall be:

Test - Mln 50 grams
m.just - Min 55 grams

Use the No. 68B gauge.

(d) In checking these requlrements, the
pressure shall be applled at the top

portion of the handle and as near per-
pendlcularlytoit as possible. The lever
shall return unaided from the locked
posltlon before the lever has travelled
a maximum of 15 degrees.

*’LEVER
,,

Fig.20- Key Equipped With
Offset Lever

2. ADJUSTING PROCEDURES

3.001 List of Tools, Gauges, and Materials

Code or
.SpecNo.

Tools

429A

429B

463A

4b5A

KS-2663

KS-2993

KS-6320

Ks-6854

KS-7782

Gauges

62B

68B

74D

79C

Materials

Ks-14666 (or
replaced
D-98063) or
~-2423

KS-7860

Description

Key Support

Key Support

Adjuster

smooth-jaw Pliers

5-3/8-in. Jewelers File

Flat Brush

Orange Stick

3-1/2-fn. Screwdriver

Parallel-Jaw Pllers

3-in. Cabinet Screwdriver

Starrett Pocket Screwdriver
No. 559A

0-700 Gram Gauge

70-0-70 Gram Gauge

Thickness Gauge Nest

O-200 Gram Push-pull Tension
Gauge

Cloth

Petroleum spirits
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Description
Code or
Spec No.

Materials

Toothpicks (hardwood, flat
at one end and pointed at
the other)

No. 22 Bare Tinned Copper
Wire

3.002 Due to the design and method of
mounting these keys, It will not be

practical to perform any of the adjustments
specified herein for lever-type keys unless
the key 1s removed from the keyshelf. At
the time the key 1s removed, inspect the
entire key for possible faults and make any
ad~ustments that may appear necessary at
this time. Thig will insure that the key 1s
in pro$er working order before it is
remounted.

3.003 To remove the key f~om the keyshelf
proceed as follow.g. Raise the ke -

{shelf and loosen the mounting screws WI h
the 3-inch cabinet screwdriver. Raise the
key out of the keyshelf as far as Is per-
mitted by the skinners. Place a No. 429A
or 42~B key support inside the lugs on each
end of’the key to supptirtthe key while
making ad~ustments.

3.004 When ad~usting the 6013-type key,
remove the key from the box uslng the

~-inch cabinet screwdriver to remove t e
mounting screws and ad~ust the key in the
same manner as the 272-type keys.

RotatlnR-plunger-type Keys

‘3.01 Cleaning (Rq 2.01)

(1) Clean the contacts in accordance with
approved procedures. Clean other

parts as outlined in procedure 3.02(4).

3.02 PlunKer Movement (Rq 2.02)

(1) Cracked , warped, or broken keytops of
a universal-type key may cause the

plunger to bind and thus prevent or delay
the release of the plunger. In this case,
replace the keytop.

(2) Loose or missing screws in the keytop
of a universal-type key may allow the

keytop to move and thereby cause the
plungers to bind. In this case, replace
the missing screws and tighten all screws
with the KS-6854 screwdriver.

(3) ::n::el:l:::e;l:: a universal-type key
loosen the keytop

screws with the KS-68$4 screwdriver and
shift the keytop until no bind occurs. If
binding still occurs, ream out the slot In
the keytop slightly.

(4) Examine the key to determine whether
or not failure to operate Is due to

dirt or a gummy substance forming between
the Inside of the keyshell arxltheplunger
or on the surface of the plunger spring
which rests against the plunger. To de-
termine whether or not this condition
exists on 272-, 406-, 496-, 536-, and
556-type keys, remove the key from the
keyshelf using the 3-inch caDinet screw-
driver to loosen the screws holding the
key to the keyshelf. If It is necessary
to clean the plunger and plunger springs,
remove the plunger from the keyshell. To
do this remove the plunger ret?inlng screw
with the Starrett pocket screwdrlve~
No. 559A and remove the plunger. In order
to remove the plunger of a universal-type
key, remove the keytop and then rzmove the
screws holding the plunger unit to the key
frame with the 3-inch cabinet screwdriver.
Remove the plunger unit, the plunger re-
taining screw, and the plunger as described
above . When the plunger has been removed,
wipe It with a clean, dry KS-14666 cloth,
removing all the gummy substance. Clean
the inside of the keyshell and the surface
of the plunger sprlnga which rest against
the plunger by means of a toothpick which
has been dipped In petroleum spirits. Do
not use the same toothpick for more than
one operation. When the plunger springs
are thoroughly dry, place the plunger back
In the keyshell without the plunger re-
taining screw. This 1s done so that a
preliminary test may be made. With the
key plunger In this position, rotate the
plunger a number of times to determine
whether or not it operates freely.

(5) If the plunger operates freely but is
alugglsh In restoring to normal after

the plunger, keyshell, and plunger spring
have been cleaned In accordance with (4),
It is probably due to the plunger springs
not being properly adJusted. Failure of
the plunger aprlngs to rest against the
plunger when in the normal position, or
unequal pressure of the plunger springs,
may cause this trouble. Since It Is not
possible to adJust the plunger springs
while mounted In the keyshell, it will be
necessary to remove the spring assembly.
This la done by removing the spring assembly
mounting screws with the KS-6854 screw-
driver and then removing the spring as-
sembly taking care not to lose the
insulators. Do not loosen the spring as-
sembly screw. When the spring assembly
has been removed from the keyshell, examine
the plunger springs to determine whether
the opposite springs are bent at approxi-
mately the same angle. If the requirement
Is not met after the opposite plunger
springs have been ad~usted so that they
are approximately equal, tension the Plunger
springs slightly by bending the two sP1”lngs
approximately equal amounts towards each
other. At this time make any readjustments
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that may be necessary to meet require-
ments 2.03 to 2.10, inclusive. Replace
the spring assembly In the keyshell and
fasten It securely. Recheck for proper
plunger movement.

(6) If any contacts of the key are oper-
ated when a side thrust Is applied

to the plunger, it may be due to a worn
or defective plunger. Whenever necessary
to replace a plunger, remove It in accord-
ance with the method outlined In (4).

(7) If the Plunger is neither defective
nor worn, the trouble is due t.othe

key faillng to meet the contact separa-
tion, contact follow, or contact pres-
sure requirements. Adjust In accordance
with procedures 3.03 to 3.1O, Incluslve.

[()
3.03 Contact AllRnment (Rq 2.03)
3.04 Spring Clearance (R 2.04)
3.05 Contact Separation ?Rq 2.05)
3.o6 Contact Pressure [Rq 2.06)

3’”07 Fl::l:l;7cOntaC~ SPrln~ Position

j.O& Plunge; Spring Position (Rq 2.08)
3.09 Contact Follow (Rq 2.09)
3.10 Contact Sequence (Rq 2.10)

(1) When making these adjustments, con-
sult the associated circuit drawing

and clrcult requirementtable and give
proper consideration to the maintenance
of any requirement for contact sequence
which may De specified thel’eon. Do not
straighten kinked springs unless the kink
interferes with the proper adjustment of
the key. Removing the kinks tends to
weaken the spring and shorten the life of
the key. Ad Just the springs so that there
will be the specified clearance between
any spring and the frame and between
springs designed never to make contact.
Straightening the springs will usually
rectify any trouble that may exist because
of springs touching each other which are
designed to clear at all times.

(2) Unless otherwise specified, ad~ust
the springs close to the point where

the spring leaves the spring assembly
clamping block or Insulators with the
No. 485A pliers applied as shown in Fig. 21.
In adjusting the springs, exercise care to
adJust them In line with their movement so
as not to twist them off center.

(3) Contact Alignment: Check the key to
determine whether or not the springs

are out of allgnment. If necessary to
readJust the springs, remove the spring
assembly mounting screws using the KS-6854
screwdriver and then remove the spring
assembly. Loosen the spring assembly
screw very slightly with the 3-inch
cabinet screwdriver and shift the springs
so that they are all in alignment. Tighten
the spring assembly screw and replace the
aprlng assembly In the keyshell. Take

PLuNGER SPRING

kR-’.- NO 485A PLIERS

Fig. 21 - Method of AdJustlng
Contact Springs

care not to lose the Insulators. When
mounted, the sides of the spring shall be
approximately equidistant from the sides
of the opening In the keyshell and the
contacts should rest wholly within the
corresponding contact discs and as near
the center as possible.

(4) Spring Clearance: Trouble due to
springs touching each other which are

designed never to make contact is caused
either by springs being kinked or bowed
or by excessive follow. Straighten the
springs or reduce the excessive follow as
required with the No. 485A PllerS.

(5) Contact Separation: If tne separation
between either the inside or outside

contacts 13 insufficient, remove the
plunger from the plunger sprifigsand ad-
Just the contact springs very slightly
away from or toward the cer,terof the
key as required, using the Ro. l+g5A
pliers applied as shown in Fig. 21. Re-
peat the above adjustment until the proper
contact separation has been obtained. Do
not reassemble the key until preliminary
tests have been made with the plunger
between the springs In order to approximate
actual conditions.

(6) Contact pressure: Foreign matter
wedged between contact springs may

prevent springs making contact when the
plunger is in the operated position. Re-
move the foreign matter with a toothpick
which has been dipped In petroleum spirits.
If the contact pressure requirement is
still not ❑et, readJust the springs as
required as outlined In (2).

(7) Flexible Contact Spring Position: 1P
the flexible contact spring does not

rest against its stop spring as specified,
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insert a piece of No. 22 bare tinned
copper wire between the two springs close
to the point where they are riveted to-
gether. Then place the No. 485A pliers
over both the stop spring and the flexible
contact spring close to the wire, as shown
in Fig. 22, and pinch the two springs to-
gether with the pliers. It will be satis-
factory to have a sllght kink In the
feather spring near the rivets which may
be Introduced In making this ad~ustment.

~
STOP SPRING
cNOT ILLUSTRATED)

IJCJ
1n-l -NO 485A PLIERS ‘

1. ,-

%
‘wIRE

FLEXIBLE CONTACT SPRING

Fig. 22 - Method of AdJustlng for
Flexible Contact Spring
PositIon

(8) PluruzerSprlng Posltlon: With the
Plunuer in Position In the keyshell,

turn-it ;llghtly, noting that its-spritis
move with the slightest twisting motion.

Note: This requirement shall not apply
=he No. 406A key. In checking the
requirement for this key, It should be
noted that there is a clearance between
the plunger springs and the sides of
the plunger when the key Is In the un-
operated posltlon.

If it is possible to twist the plunger
without moving the sPrlr@, It h an
indication that the plunger springs do
not rest against the plunger. Remove
the spring assembly by looaenlng the
spring assembly mounting screws with
the KS-6854 screwdriver. Examine the
springs to determine whether or not
they are bent approximately the same.
Ber,deach of the plunger springs with
the No. 485A pliers until they have
approximately the same profile. Then,

while holding the spring assembly, place
the plunger between the two plunger
springs noting that the springs lle against
the plunger for their full width. When
holding the plunger and spring assembly in
this position, note that the center of the
plunger 1s approximately In line with the
center of the key base. This will approxi-
mate the actual condition when the key 1s
fully assembled.

(9) Contact Follow: When readjusting for
contact follow, adjust the stationary

cont~ct spring as described in (2), exer-
cising care that the minimum contact sepa-
ration 1s maintained. If a satisfactory
contact follow cannot be obtained by this
method, It will be permissible to ad~ust
the spri

3-
close to the contact disc with

the No. 4 >A pliers as indicated in Flg.2s
This bend should not be sufficiently great
to make a visible kink in the spring.

(10)Contact Sequence: To ad~ust for con-
tact sequence, increase or decrease

the contact separation, contact pressure,
contact follow, and spring clearances as
required, following the methods outllned
above.

(n) After all of the above requirements
have been met, reassemble the key.

Lever-type Keys

● 3.11 CleanlnK (Rq 2.11)

(1) Clean the contacts in accordance with
approved procedures. Clean other parts

as outlined in 3.12(2) and (6), and
3.16 to 3.22(4).

3.12 Lever Movement (Rq 2.12)

(1) If a lever fails to move satisfactorily
It may be due to any of the following:

(a) A foreign deposit on the surfaces of
plunger springs over which the plun-

ger rollers ride wI1l prevent the lever
from operating and restoring smoothly.
If necessary, clean the springs with a
clean toothpick which has been dipped In
petroleum spirits. Do not use the same
toothpick for more than one cleaning
operation. When cleaning a plunger
spring, operate the lever so as to oPer-
ate the opposite spring combination. DO
not permit petroleum spirits to get on
the hard rubber rollers as it will tend
to remove the wax lubricant from the
rollers. Care shall be taken to see
that no petroleum spirits are left on
the plunger springs when the rollers
come in contact with them.

(b) Cracked, warped, or broken keytops
may cause the levers to bind and

thus prevent or delay the release of the
lever. In this case, replace the keytop.
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PLUNGER sPRING

} l~\\>-–ouT~R coNTAcTsf’RING

PLIERS

SPRING

Fig. 23 T Method of Ad~ustlng
for Contact Follow

To do this, unscrew the lever handles,
remove the keytop mounting screws with
the &~-6654 screwdriver and ?emove key-
top . Substitute a new keytop In place
on the key and insert and securely
tighten the mounting screws. Screw the
lever handles In place.

(c) Loose or missing screws In the
keytop may cause It to move and

bind the lever. Replace mlsslng screws
and tighten all screws with the KS-6854
screwdriver.

(d) Rubbing of the camagalnst the
keytop may be the cause of sluggish

action. This Is indicated by smooth,
bright spots on the cam. In some cases,
lt may be possible to correct by loosen-
ing the keytop screws and shlftlng the
keytop as required. However, when this
1s not possible due either to proximity
to other keys or to no sldeplay In the
keytop, enlarge the slot in the keytop,
for keys which have a removable keytop,
with the KS-2663 file. To do this,re-
move the lever handles and remove the
keytop mounting screws with the KS-6854
screwdriver and remove the keytop. Take
care,however, In filing the slots not to
enlarge them any more than necessary to
clear the trouble.

(e) If the bind 1s not removed by the
above procedure, it may be corrected

by removing the lever handles and keytop.
Examine the cam and the slots In the key
frame and key base for dirt. Clean the
parts IS necessary by means of the
KS-2993 brush.

(f) Sluggish action may result from
faulty adjustment of crook and

locking plunger springs. In this case
adjust the springs as outlined in 3.23.

(g) If the cam Is worn attempt to com-
pensate for the wear by ad ustlng

the springs as outllned in 3.1 2 tO 3.22,
inclusive. If the wear cannot be com-
pensated for or If the cam binds on its
bearing, replace the frame and lever as-
sembly as follows: Remove the lever
handles and keytop as outlined in (3).
Remove the key unit mounting screws with
the 3-inch cablnetscrewdrlver and remove
the key unit from the mounting plate.
Remove the spring assembly mounting
screw with the 3-inch cabinet screwdriver
and remove the mounting nut where pro-
vided. Remove the spring assemblies
from the frame and mount them on the re-
placing frame. Insert the mounting screw
and nut and tighten the nut securely.
Remount the unit securely in Place on
the mounting plate and remount and
securely fasten the keytop and lever
handles. Check to see whether the key
meets Its requirements,and if not,adjust
as required.

[

3.13 Relation of Plunger Springs to fiollers
and Cam (Rq 2.13)

3.14 Relation of Plunger Springs to Cam and
Key Frame (Rq 2.14)

(1) In the case of keys equipped with a
atralght lever, failure of a lever to

be In the vertical rosltion when the key
1s normal is often due to the plunger
springs not being set in correct relation-
ship with respect to the rollers and the
cam. Likewise, in the case of keys
equipped with offset levers, failure of
the lever to assume its correct position
when in the intermediate position Is often
due to Incorrect relationship between the
plunger springs, rollers, and the cam.

(2) In some cases this Incorrect relation-
ship maY be corrected by looseninz the

spring assembly mounting screws with the
3-inch cabinet screwdriver and shifting
the spring assembly. Then tighten the
mounting screws securely.

(3) If the lever still falls to assume its
correct posltlon, the trouble may be

caused by Improper positioning of one or
more of the plunger sprlnga or to exces-
sive or Insufflclent tension of the plunger
spring against the roller. To correct this
condltlon, operate the lever so that the
rollers are away from the plunger spring
under consideration and grasp the free end
of the stop spring with the No. 485A Pliers.
Adjust the stop spring toward the plunger
spring to decrease the tension of the
plunger spring against the roller or away
from It to Increase the tension. It may
also be necessary to Increase or decrease
the tension of the plunger sPrlng or the
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opposite plunger springs. The tension of
these springs should be sufficient to
cause the lever to return to its correct
position when the lever is released slowly
from its operated position. Make all ad-
justments on the plunger springs (except
those involving the crook of the plunger
spring) with the KS-7782 pliers applied
approximately one-quarter Inch from the
point where the springs leave the clamping
plate and Insulators.

3.15 Contact Alignment (Rq 2.15)

(1) If the contacts do not line up satis-
factorily, loosen the spring assembly

screws slightly with the 3-inch cabinet
screwdriver and shift the springs until
each contact point lies wholly within the
opposing contact, preferably as near the
center as possible. Then tighten the
screws securely. When mounted the springs
should be In correct relationship with the
cam and key frame. After allgnlng the
contacts , check that the=requirements as
covered by 2.16 to 2.22, inclusive are met.

[

3.16
3.17
3.18
3.19
3.20
3.21
3.22

(1)

!%%R%%W::!Y)
Other Spring Pressures

\
Rq 2.19)

Contact Follow (R 2.20
Contact Seuuence ?Rq 2.21)
Noncllck (Rq 2.22)

When making these ad~ustments, consult
the associated circuit drawing and

circuit requlremen= table and give proper
consideration to the maintenance of any
requirement for contact sequence which may
be speclfled thereon.

(2) Before adjusting the springs, tighten
all the spring assembly screws. If

these screws were tight it will still be
necessary to ad~ust the springs.

(3) SPI’IWZClearance: If a separator rubs
on the spring through which It passes,

loosen the spring assembly screws slightly
with the 3-inch cabinet screwdriver and
shift the springs as required. Tighten
the mounting screws securely. Take care
in making this adjustment that the con-
tact allgnment requirement IS still met.
If the spring 1s excessively bowed or bent
or if there 1s not the proper clearance
between springs, atralghten the spring
before adjusting to meet the contact pres-
sure requirement. To straighten the
spring, apply the KS-7782 pliers to the
spring Just back of the bow or bend, and
while exerting pressure to the right or
left as required, draw the pliers upward
the length of the bow. Repeat this oper-
ation as required until the spring 1s
approximately straight. Take care when
ad~ustlng the springs to adjust them In
line with their movement and to avoid
tlltlng the spring.

(4) Contact Pressure, Other Spring Pres-
sures, Contact Separation. and Con-

tact Follow:
.—

Foreign matter wedged
between the springs may prevent the
springs from making contact when the lever
Is operated. Remove the foreign matter
with a clean toothpick which has been
dipped in petroleum spirits. If the re-
quirement Is still not met, proceed as
follows. Place the KS-7782 pliers on the
spring Just below the contact and slide it
down to where the spring leaves the clamp-
ing plates and Insulators and ad~ust the
spring to the right or left as required,
exercialng care not to disturb ad~acent
springs.

(5) If the dealred pressure cannot be
obtained by adjusting, as outlined

In (4), without bowing the spring beyond
Its permissible limit or reducing the
clearance between the springs below the
specified minimum, place the pliers on the
spring Just back of the contact and allde
them back to where the spring leaves the
clamping plates and insulators as shown In
Fig. 24. Draw the pliers upward the length
of the spring, applylng pressure as re-
quired so that the spring Is formed into a
slight gradual bow with the concave sur-
face facing the associated spring. The
magnitude of the bow to be formed in the
spring must be learned by experience and
should be such that when the final ten-
sion adjustment is made at the base, the
spring will be approximately straight.
Move the pliers to the base of the spring
and ad~ust as covered in (4).

(6) Do not straighten kinked springs un-
less the kink Interferes with proper

ad~ustment of the spring assembly. Re-
moving kinks tends to weaken the spring
and to shorten Its llfe. Normally straight
springs that have been adjusted should
have no sharp bends due to adjustment. A
gradual bow, however, 1s permissible.

(7) If after the above ad~uatments have
Deen made it Is necessary to change

the contact separation or contact follow,
place the KS-7782 pliers Just Delow the
contact and adjust the spring toward or
away from the associated aprlng as re-
quired. In the case of back contact springs
associated with stop springs, bend the
sprln

B
slightly at the shoulder with the

No. b 5A pliers. However, exercise care
that when increasing the follow the contact
pressure between the aprlng and plunger
aprlng Is not more than the maximum speci-
fied . In no case should the bend De enough
to make a visible kink in the spring. In
making this adjustment it may be necessar

7to readJust the tension as outlined in (5 .

(8) On 2-way keys, the follow should be
such that when the lever Is moved over

to one side, the contact springs of the
unoperated spring combination will not
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change their ad~ustments beyond the
requirements for the normal position.
Failure to meet this condition generally
results from excessive pressure of the
plunger springs against the plunger roll-
ers or incorrect ad~ustment of the stop
springs. This should be corrected by
adjusting the position of the stop springs
or by reducing che tension of the plunger
spring slightly but not enough to inter-
fere with any of the previous ad~ustments.
Use the KS-7782 pliers.
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Fig. 24 - Method of AdJusting for Contact
Separation, Spring Clearance,
Contact Pressure, Other Spring
Pressures, Contact Follow, Con-
tact Sequence, and Nonclick

(9) Contact Sequence: When adjusting for
contact sequence Increase or decrease

the contact separation, contact pressure,
or contact follow as outlined in (l)to(b),
inclusive.

(10)Nonclick: In readjusting for noncllck,
omerate the lever to the locked Dosl-

tion”;nd then push the handle until it
reaches a point In Its travel where it will
release without further aid. Or,nonlock-
Ing units, allow the lever handle tc re-
turn from the operated to the normal
po~:tlon unaided or unrestrained in any
way. Should the key fail to meet the non-
click requirements, increase the follow on
the normally closed contacts as outlined
in (6). If the click Is caused by the
overthrow being so great as to momentarily
make an open contact, Increase the con-
tact separation slightly and also reduce
the tension of the contact springs which

exert too great a pressure against the
plunger spring on the side from which the
roller was released. In either case,re-
check all previous adjustments.

ortion of
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NICKEL SILVER

PLUNGER SPRING

Fig,

PHOSPHOR BRONZE

PLUNGER SPRING

25(B)

Fig. 25 - Method of Ad@sting Plunger
Spring for Lever Release

3.23 Lever Release (Rq 2.23)

(1) If the key fails to meet the require-
ments, adjust the angle of the offset

porti~n of the plunger spring very slightly
with the KS-7762 pliers, as shown in
Fig. 25(A) so as to cause a greater drag
on the lever rollers when returning to
normal. The bend In the offset should not
be such as to permit the spring to slip
back under the roller and to return
partially to the unoperated position, nor
should it prevent the lever from return-
ing unaided from the locked position after
it has travelled a maximum of 15 degrees
from the extreme locked position when the
pressure ia applied at the top of the
cylindrical portion of the handle and
perpendicularlytolt. Do not use any
lubricant orithe key roller to facilitate
this adjustment.

(2) In order to obtain a satisfactory lock-
ing condition it may sometimes be nec-

essary to adjust the offset portion of tie
plunger spring so as to form a bow as
shown In Fig. 25(B).
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phospher Bronze
Crook Springs=
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Fig. 26 - Method of Adjusting Phosphor-
Bronze Crook Spring

(3) If’ the key still falls to meet its
requirements, attempt to obtain a

satisfactory operation of the key by ad-
Justlng the vertical portion of the crook
plunger spring before attempting to ad-
just the loop. Should it be found nec-
essary to adjust the looP either through
the replacement of plunger springs or
because of excessive sluggishness in the
return of the lever from the cgerated to
the normal position or excessive loss of
sDrlnu travel, the angle of the looP may
be adjusted by means ;f the No. 483A ad:
Juster as shown in Fig. 26. Make all ad-
justments at the curve between the vertical
and horizontal part of the spring. Do not
bend or change the shape of the upper or
loop part of the spring. However, the lip
of the spring may be adjusted upward, but
the adjustment shall be in the form of a
continuous curve not less than the radlug
of the roller. Ralalng the looP Increaaea
the travel of the spring when it Is oper-
ated and Increaaes its tendency to return
the lever to Its normal position. Lower-
ing the loop tends to reduce the spring
travel but Increaaes the tendency for the
lever to lock in the operated poaltion.
For this reason, the loop can be higher in
nonlocklng than In locking spring combi-
nations. A sllght change in the position
of the loop will have a considerable effect
on the adjustments. Particular care must
be taken to avoid.exceaslve bending and to
guard agalnat sharp bends or tool marks as
these will result In early spring breakage.
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